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The US & Trump

Dates: 7 nights
June 2019, Saturday 8th to Saturday 15th June
Detroit, Michigan and Washington, D.C.

Following the success of our 2018 NYC and DC tour we return to the States to track Trump’s progress. Despite the
controversy surrounding him his support among his base remains resolute. How does he do it?

We travel to Michigan, a swing state that helped win him the presidency. Detroit and cities like it will be crucial
for 2020. Is Trumps brand still working for them? From there we go to Washington DC and examine the efforts to
check and possibly impeach the President. First-rate access to some of Washington’s leading movers and shakers.

Price: £4400.00
Single Supplement: £500.00
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Like all our tours the itinerary is focused on current affairs. Events on the ground may change and the final
schedule may be adjusted accordingly.

Itinerary

This is a new 7 night tour.

We are currently confirming the details of the itinerary.

Please email us at info@politicaltours for more
information on this new tour.

“The highlight of the tour was the Trump rally, because it overturned all preconceptions about those who
would vote for Trump. We should have realised then that his appeal was so wide.” SR, US Elections 2016
“A sociological and political eye opener of a tour.” VH, US Elections 2016

“The speakers were a particular feature of this tour, and clearly much thought
and effort had been put into selecting and engaging people from a variety of backgrounds. I doubt if this
could have been improved upon and it was a privilege to meet them all.” CB, US Elections 2016

“Political Tours introduced me to some interesting people, including fellow travellers; it took me to places
and to people I would have never accessed as an ordinary tourist.” MS, Israel & Palestine
“The tours really take you beyond and behind the headlines, providing you with unexpectedly profound
insights about the country.” EL, Cuba

“The tour educated me to a part of the world and its recent history that I had read about but not understood.
A great way to learn!” MH, Colombia
“Everyone promised on the programme showed up; and everyone, without exception, was fascinating. Some
of what I heard reinforced my thinking, some of what I heard challenged my beliefs, and some things were
completely new or left field.” HG, Northern Ireland
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